
‘You will not hold the fortress, Mark,’ Berger turned from the window and slowly walked to the table
where lieutenant Mark Tavi  stood. ‘Skanja will fall. You know that, don’t you?’

The commander was looking at the maps and reconnaissance reports laid on the table. What was he to
say? That yes, he knows that? That such wave of forces cannot be opposed? That the stronghold will fall
in two days, three days at best? That everything is lost already? Yes, he knew that – they both did. In a few
days the hordes of orcs will pour in and slaughter everyone who stands in their way. What was left to say?
About soldier’s duty? Or about courage and honor, all that talk we are all here responsible for the whole
Agaria? That we have lived for this very moment, the moment of glory? These few days that are coming
will decide on how we will be described in the chronicles. You could waste your life on meaningless acts,
you could be drunkard, a rake, a nobody; yet now it is the moment to change it all. Stand on the walls.
Endure. Stand on the walls and fight the enemy off for as long as possible. Stand on the walls and earn
your place in history.

He would save these words for soldiers and they would have to believe in the impossible and fight for
Skanja. But here and now these words were meaningless. He and Berger had known each other for years.
They didn’t have to say anything. They just knew it all.

‘This is the stronghold of Bari ,’ the commander pointed to a place on the map. ‘The messengers headed there an hour ago. Bari  will prepare
itself for defense, send their runners out and signal the rest. They will organize the defense.’ Tavi  raised his head and looked at his friend.
‘You will gather all women and children and then head west for Bari  at the break of dawn. They will be safe there.’

He asked for much. Berger was the best swordsman Tavi  had ever met; the best friend he had ever had and the bravest of men that had fought
beside Tavi . Berger was the man, who – Tavi  was ready to believe that – would stand on the walls alone and defend Skanja from the wave of
troops from Valdor. He also was a Ragadan, a man from the far East. It was not Berger’s war, he did not take his pay here, he even hadn’t taken
the soldier’s oath here. He was here only because of Tavi . And now Berger was to be sent away against his will, against his intentions to defend
the stronghold to the very end with no intentions to retreat or stand down but to fight here side by side with his commander.
‘I will not baby-sit women, commander.’ Berger stressed the last word. ‘Send someone else from the castle troops with them. You’ve got
many other men.’
‘But I’m asking you.’
‘And I refuse.’
‘And I do not accept your refusal. You will leave at dawn.’ Tavi  wanted to sound firm, but failed: you simply can’t deceive your friend with
grimace and empty. He sat at the table and hid his face in his hands.
‘Berger, do not make it harder for me. I know you want to stay here and get slain with all of us, and you know I can’t let you do it. Take your
Ragadian pride with you out of here. Drink one for me in Bari . No need for us both dying here.’
‘But…’
‘Berger, please. These people have to be escorted to Bari . I need someone who can handle it.’

Outside, the bugle played, short and determined. The enemy was on the horizon.

So, they moved at us. Tavi  still hoped that the invader’s army moves north, to Bari  and Calm. But that did not happen. They were heading
straight for Skanja, hoping for an easy prey.

‘Mark, it’s ten days for such a caravan’ Berger was inspecting the maps. ‘These people will never reach Bari . The invaders will fall over
them on the way. I will be of no help there.’
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‘What should I do then? Sit and wait until they all get slaughtered here?’
Silence fell in the room.
Finally, Berger spoke:
‘You must hold them here for six, seven days perhaps.’
‘Eight.’
‘What?’
‘Eight days. I will give you eight days. You will make it to Bari . You will save the people and help building defenses there.’

And so it happened. The convoy of women and children was leaving Skanja. Far in the distance, at the front of the column was Berger,
circling from left to right and back and giving his last orders. The Ragadian’s coat fluttered on the wind. Tavi  watched him all from the
window of his chamber. He waited for that one last glance, a nod from his friend, a sign of saying goodbye, but it was in vain. Berger did not
look at the stronghold even once. The column set off.

So this is how it ends. Without even a word or a handshake. Tavi  watched the horizon with empty eyes. It was not what he had imagined.
They exchanged only few words the previous evening. Berger had coolly said goodbye and walked off to his chamber. They did not meet
in the morning.

The Ragadian accepted the plea to leave in much worse manner than Tavi  had expected. He knew, of course, that Berger would hate to
retreat from the castle and that the Ragadian wanted to be here, in Skanja, to fight and die with Tavi . He knew it all but expected a
different reaction from Berger: screaming, yes, cursing and fury, most surely, and accepting the inevitable in the end. Skanja would fall.
Tavi  would die. Berger couldn’t help here. They both knew it. Tavi  was prepared that his friend would break into rage, but that didn’t
happen. Prepared for fighting, insults, which did not appear either. Tavi  was prepared for a goodbye evening with a flask of spirit on the
table, but eventually he spent it alone in his chamber and musing about the past.

Everything went wrong.

He and Berger had faced death many times. It looked like their last hour six years back and east of Barosz village, where they were
ambushed by orcs. Their squadron had been surrounded, decimated and with no chances of survival. It had been the exact moment for a
man to look deeply in his companion’s eyes, nod his head wisely and jump into the plaza to meet certain death. And so they did, shooting
their pistols, shouting and fighting. What had followed was that miraculous victory, the broken formation of the orcs and the immense relief.
They had cheated death.

It also seemed like that their last hour time came later on, during the siege of Tija, when two bolts whizzed next to Tavi  and hit Berger’s
chest, jackknifing him on the ground like a ragdoll. Tavi  stood there, roaring like a lion and holding the enemy at bay. He did not retreat
even half a step despite the pressure of invaders, yet he knew that time was running, for life was leaking from Berger with every second.
‘Hold on Berger, don’t you dare leaving me!’ shouted Tavi , fought like three men, and begged his friend in thoughts to endure, not to give
up, to wait for help. And it did arrived, luckily on time. The Ragadian was dragged away from the grip of death.

It looked like their last hour came the last winter when they set off scouting with a small group of men and got lost. That evening they
drank last draught of spirit, looked at each other and nodded their heads, smiling. If he would ever want to die, it would have been only on
the evening like this, with his friend by his side, a bottle of vodka within reach and a smile on their faces. Yet they had been lucky and
cheated death once again.

And now, it was the end of it. Berger left Skanja. In a few days Tavi  would fall under the blows of orcs. There would be no handshakes,
nobody to send last his last glance to, nobody to thank for these years of friendship. It wasn’t meant to be like this at all.

The column disappeared from sight and Tavi  walked away from the window eventually. He felt awful.

‘Stano!’ Tavi  hollered at his aide. ‘Bring me some wine.’
No one answered.
‘Stano!’ he shouted again.
‘Stano’s gone,’ said a voice from the door. Tavi  knew that voice all too well. He spun around. ‘Stano is escorting the column.’
Berger stood in the door to the chamber.
‘I gave him my coat,’ Berger explained and put a bottle of wine on the table.
‘But…’ Tavi  was still pointing his finger at the window.
‘I’m sure that you want to say ‘thank you’, ‘I apologize’ or ‘good to see you’, don’t you?’ Berger approached the window and looked at the
soldiers bustling around on the courtyard. Tavi  was silent for a moment, but finally joined his friend.
‘Thank you. I apologize. Good to see you.’

THE RULES

THE COURSE OF THE GAME -
GENERAL INFORMATION
One Stronghold game is divided into 10 turns. Each turn consists
of six subsequent Phases, after which the Assault
commences.

Players take actions alternately in each turn: after each Invader’s
Phase comes the Defender’s Phase.

Each Invader’s Phase represents a subsequent stage of preparations
for the Assault. In the first Phase – called the Supplies – the
Invader receives new Units and Resources. In the second Phase the
Invader uses the Resources and constructs Siege Machines: deadly
Ballistas, devastating Catapults or huge Trebuchets. In the third
Phase the Invader equips his Units with Shields, Poisoned
Weapons or Banners. In the fourth Phase the Invader conducts
Training of the Units: Drovers, Quartermasters and other special
characters appear at the Ramparts. In the fifth Phase the Invader’s
Shamans conjure the powers of black magic: by sacrificing Goblins
they provide the Invader’s forces with additional combat
advantages. Finally, in the sixth Phase, the Invader orders his troops
to Move Out and gives orders to Units fighting on the Walls. This is
how the Assault begins.

Invader’s actions take a certain amount of time. During this time the
Defender prepares the defenses of the Stronghold. The passing of
time in the Stronghold game is represented by Hourglasses. After
each Action the Invader gives the Defender a certain number of
Hourglasses. After each Invader’s Phase, the Defender must spend
all the Hourglasses received.

There are various buildings located in the Stronghold - the
Defender spends the Hourglasses to use these structures to
prepare the defenses. The Forge is where the blacksmith
manufactures deadly Cauldrons and Cannons. At the Workshop,
the carpenter makes Platforms for additional Units and reinforces
the Walls and the Gates. The priests pray at the Cathedral for
divine help and tend to the wounded soldiers in the Hospital. The
Defender also trains his troops in the Barracks. The Scouts move
from their base to the Ramparts in order to set traps and sabotage
the Siege Machines of the Invader.

When the sixth Phase ends the Assault commences. The Ranged
Combat takes place first: the Cannons on the Walls rumble, the
projectiles from the Invader’s Machines rain down on the
Stronghold, the Marksmen pelt the opponent with swarms of
arrows. Then the Melee Combat starts: the Cauldrons placed on the

Walls reap their bloody harvest while the Invading troops execute the
given Orders trying to outsmart the defenders.

If the Invader manages to break the defenses on at least one Wall
Section, the Invader troops breach into the Stronghold. This is where
the game ends: the Glory Points are counted up for both players. If the
Invader fails to enter the Stronghold, another turn begins.

GAME PIECES
The box contains the following pieces:

   1 game board

   1 Glory board
   29 Glory chips

   200 Invader’s Units (60 Goblins,

100 Orcs, 40 Trolls)
   16 Resource chips

   49 Phase cards (23 for 2 players and
26 for 3 and 4 players)

   11 Machine Hit cards

   25 Machine Miss cards
   5 Battering Ram chips, 11 Invader’s

Machines chips (4 Ballistas, 4 Catapults, 3 Siege Towers), 5 Order chips, 15
Training chips, 12 Ritual chips, 21 Equipment chips, 2 Altar Influence chips

   4 Invader’s Machine cards (2 Altars, 2 Trebuchets)

   24 Hourglasses (in two colors)
   41 Defender’s Units (17 Marksmen, 20 Soldiers, 4 Veterans)

   28 Wall Components (23 Stone and 5 Wooden Components)
   6 Defender Hit cards

   2 Heroes

   9 Cauldron markers (3 against Goblins, 3 against Orcs and 3
against Trolls)

   6 Trap chips  (3 for goblins, 3 for trolls), 3 Platform chips , 3 Cover
chips, 6 Defender’s Machine chips (3 Cannons, 3 Poles), 1 Haste chip, 1

Marksmen Blessing chip, 1 Unearthly Glare chip

If at any point of the game all free pieces and chips of a given type are used,

next pieces of this type cannot be used until at least one is made free during
the course of the game. This rule does not apply to the Hourglasses.

EXAMPLE: There are three Cauldrons against Trolls in the game. The
Defender cannot build the fourth Cauldron as there are not enough
resources in the Stronghold.

GENERAL INFORMATIONSTORYLINE

The cards
Red numbers: for a 2-

player game

numbers: for a 3- and 4-
player game
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THE BOARD
FIELDS ON THE BOARD

There are fields on the board where chips, cards and Units
are placed. Only one piece (a chip or an Unit) may be
placed on each field - unless the piece description specifies
otherwise.

SIDES OF THE STRONGHOLD

The Stronghold is divided into Western and Eastern Sides. No
Invader Unit or chip may be transferred to the other side of the
Stronghold during the game.

FOREGROUNDS
& RAMPARTS

The Foregrounds and
the Ramparts are
intermediate staging
areas for the troops on
their way to the Walls.
Before the Invading
troops reach the Walls,
they need to move to
the Foreground, then to
the Ramparts and
finally to the Walls.
The Ramparts are
where the Machines
and fortifications are
built and Training
chips are placed.

PATHS

The Foregrounds and the Ramparts are connected by Paths, which
are used by the Invading troops to advance. Note that the Invading
troops cannot move back - they may only advance towards the
Walls. The Scouts can place Traps on the Paths, while the Invader
may set up Bridges to prevent this.

Preparing a two player game
(The Invader uses the initial Phase cards)
1 – The Glory board
2 – Defender’s Glory chips (the light side)
3 – Hourglasses markers
4 – Defender’s Hit deck
5 – Trap chips (for Goblins and Trolls)
6 – Defender Machines chips: Cannons and Poles
7 – Marksmen Blessing and Unearthly Glare chips
8 – Wooden Wall Component cubes
9 – Defender’s Units cubes – Soldiers
10 – Defender’s Units cubes – Veterans
11 – Stone Wall Component cubes
12 – Cauldron markers (against Trolls,

Orcs and Goblins)
13 – 10 Invader’s Glory chips on the Glory Board
14 – Invader’s Hit cards
15 – Invader’s Glory chips (the dark side)
16 – Cover chips
17 – Order chips
18 – Resource chips
19 – The pouch with the Invader’s Unit cubes
20 – Training chips (Saboteur, Master Archer),

Machine chips (Ballistas, Catapults), Equipment
chips (Bridges, Banners, Shields) and Ritual chips
(Bloodstones, Gale, Specters)

21 – The game board
22 – Invader’s Phase cards
23 – Platform chips

1 - West Side of the Stronghold
2 - East Side of the Stronghold
3 – The Barbican Rampart
4 - Foregrounds
5 - Ramparts

6 - Towers
7 - Wall Sections
8 - Gates
9 - Paths
10 - No paths

The board

Trap fields
This is where the
Defender can place the
Traps for Goblins or
Trolls and the Invader
can set up the Bridges.

Wall section
1 – Invader’s Units fields

2 – Siege Tower chip field

3 – Equipment tiles fields

4 – Defender’s Units fields

5 – Cauldron marker fields

6 – Fields for Stone and Wooden

Wall Component cubes (these

pieces can be stacked on top

of each other)

7 – Hero marker field

8 – Platform chip field

WALL SECTIONS

The Stronghold Walls are divided into Sections. This is where the
fight between Invader’s and Defender’s Units takes place.

THE TOWERS

The Defender can use the Towers to place Cannons and Poles. If either
occupies a Tower, the Marksmen cannot be placed there. On the other
hand, if the Marksmen are in a Tower, Cannons or Poles cannot be installed
until the Defender withdraws the Marksmen.

THE BARBICAN

The Barbican is used in those games where the Invader
has the Battering Ram. The Barbican features three
Gates: each of the Gates has the initial Toughness of 8.
The actual Toughness of the assaulted Gate is tracked
with the Toughness Counter.

The Barbican
and its Rampart
1 – Battering Ram

components
fields

2 – Battering Ram
Crew fields

3 – The First Gate
4 – The Second

Gate
5 – The Third Gate
6 – Gate Toughness

Counter

THE BOARD THE BOARD

The Rampart
1 - Machine field
2 - Unit field
3 - Cover field
4 - Training chips field
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TWO-PLAYER GAME
Note: The basic game rules are presented for the two-player
scenario. Description of three- and four-player games are at the
end of this manual.

GAME PREPARATION

Place the main board on the table and the Glory board next to it.
Place the Glory tiles on the Glory board: 10 chips on the
Invader’s book, 1 Glory chips on the four fields at the top and the
bottom of the board, on the Defender’s side. Place the rest of the
Glory chips next to the Glory board.

Now the players decide who will play as the Defender and the
Invader.

The brown cubes are used by the Defender as the Wooden Wall
Components and the Resources for the Invader. Before the game
starts, the Invader places 16 cubes on their side of the board as
the Resource Bank, while the Defender takes 3 cubes for the
Wooden Wall Components. The last remaining cube is the
Toughness marker of the Gates.

INVADER’S PREPARATIONS

The Invader puts all his Units in the pouch. The Invader puts
the Resources and the chips next to the board. Next the Invader
draws one Phase 1, one Phase 6 and one Camp card from the
deck and places these cards before them. Now the Invader draws
two random cards for each of the remaining Phases (i.e. Phase 2,
3, 4 and 5 - a total of 8 cards) and keeps one card of each
selected pair. The remaining Phase cards are rejected.

This is where the Invader outlines the strategy they will use
during the game. The rejected Phase cards are placed back in
the box and not used in the game.

Note: Random selection of Phase cards enhances the diversity of
the game and requires some Stronghold gaming experience from the
Invader. If you play your first games of Stronghold, it is best to use the
preset cards. This allows to start the game immediately and bypass
this preparation stage. The preset cards are marked with a star.

The Invader also receives 5 Resources before the game starts.

DEFENDER’S PREPARATIONS

The Defender places their Units on every Section of the Wall.
The type of Units to be placed is determined by the dot in the
color of the respective Unit. However, these dots only indicate
the initial positions of the Units and have no significance during
the rest of the game. The Defender also places 2 Stone Wall
Components on each Wall Section.

Next, the Defender places 2 Soldiers in the Honor Guard
field and 1 Marksman in the Guard structure. 4 Marksmen and 1
Soldier are also placed in the Barracks. The remaining Units are
placed next to the board for now.

The Heroes are placed on their respective Wall Sections.
All remaining pieces are set next to the board.

The Defender receives 4 Hourglasses before the game begins.

The Phase 6 ends and the Defender spends all Hourglasses
generated during this Phase. Now the Assault begins.

Note: Phases must follow each other in the given order. When a
Phase is finished, you cannot go back to it - or to any of the preceding
Phases for that matter.

Note: Some Actions cost Hourglasses only.
Note: The Actions paid for ONLY with the Units which are not on the

board yet.

   PHASE 1: SUPPLIES

  

   In Phase 1 the Invader receives Units and Resources.

NEW UNITS

The Invader takes 14 Units from the pouch at random. These Units
will be used for the Actions in this turn.

RESOURCES

The Invader receives 5 Resource cubes.
Moreover, the Invader may perform the following Action:
GAIN RESOURCES
Cost: 1 Unit of any type (1 Hourglass for the Defender)
Effect:

   Goblin - 1 additional Resource,
   Orc - 2 additional Resources,
   Troll - 3 additional Resources.

The Invader can spend 1 Unit only for the Gain Resources action.

Note: The Invader can acquire up to 8 Resources per turn (5 + 3 if a
Troll is used for the Gain Resources action).

Note: In the first turn of the game the Invader has additional 5
Resources as defined in section “INVADER’S PREPARATIONS”.

   PHASE 2: MACHINES
The Invader may assign their Units to build Siege Machines. There
are 7 types of Siege Machines in the game:

  BALLISTA

Cost: 6 Resources + 1 Troll or 2 Orcs (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Preparation: The Invader draws 2 Hit cards and 5 Miss cars; the
cards are then shuffled and placed face down in a pile on the board.

Locations of the
Defender’s Units
in the Structures
1 - Unit field (for any

Unit type)
2 - Unit field (for any Unit

type) (with the mark of
Marksman’s initial
position)

3 - Marksman field (with
the mark of Marksman’s
initial position)

4 - Soldier field
5 - Soldier field (with the

mark of Soldier’s
position)

6 - Veteran field

Structure
1 - Hourglass

marker fields
2 - Icons of Actions

bought with the
Hourglasses

3 - Fields representing
that the given action is
no longer available in
the current turn (after
its purchase)

4 - Saboteur field

THE BOARD / TWO-PLAYER GAME INVADER’S BOOK

BUILDINGS INSIDE THE STRONGHOLD

The Stronghold houses several structures inside of its walls: the
Forge, the Workshop, the Scouts’ Quarters, the Cathedral, the
Hospital, the Barracks, the Honor Guard and the Guard. Detailed
description of these structures is in the Defender’s Book.

INVADER’S BOOK
INVADER’S GOAL

The Invader’s goal is to break into the Stronghold and earn as much
Glory Points as possible.

INVADER’S UNITS

The Invader has the following Unit types at their disposal:

  Goblin - Strength 1

  Orc - Strength 2

  Troll - Strength 3

PHASES

The Actions represented on the Phase cards define the actions
available to the Invader during the game. The Phases are organized in
succession and correspond to the following preparations for the Assault
on the Walls:

PHASE 1 - SUPPLIES
PHASE 2 - MACHINES
PHASE 3 - EQUIPMENT
PHASE 4 - TRAINING
PHASE 5 - RITUALS
PHASE 6 - MOVING OUT

Each Phase card presents the Actions allowed during its respective
Phase. The Invader may perform any of these Actions - all of them,
some of them or none. Each Action may only be performed once per
turn.

Each action also has its cost: it is the number of Units that have to be
sent to do the work to perform the Action (these Units are then
discarded from the game). Actions in Phases 2 and 3 require spending
additional amounts of Resources.

Each Invader’s Unit used to perform an Action gives 1 Hourglass for the
Defender. Most of the actions in the game can be completed faster (by
sacrificing stronger Units) or slower (by sacrificing weaker Units).

                                                          OR

EXAMPLE: The Invader can build a catapult by assigning 1 strong
Troll (faster building) or 2 weaker Orcs (slower building) to this task.
The Defender would then receive 1 or 2 Hourglasses respectively.

When the Invader finishes all the Actions in the Phase, they must declare
the end of the Phase. When the Invader’s Phase ends, the Defender must
spend all the Hourglasses received (if any). When the Hourglasses are
spend for the Defender’s Phase, the Invader proceeds with their next
Phase.
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Location: The Invader places the card pile on the Rampart
of their choice and covers them with the Ballista chip to indicate
the type of the Siege Machine used.

Range: The Ballista can shoot at those Wall Sections which
are connected by the Paths running to this Ballita’s Rampart.

Effect: The Invader announces which Wall Section will be
fired upon and draws the first card from the pile.

If it is a Miss card, the Ballista misses. The Miss card is
discarded from the game.

If the Invader draws a Hit card, the shot is a success. The
Ballista kills one Defender’s Unit on the Wall Section – the
Invader chooses the Unit. If there are Invader’s Unit on the hit
Wall Section, the strongest Invader’s Unit is also killed by the
shot. The drawn Hit card is then shuffled with the pile of this
Ballista.

Note: Scouts from the Stronghold may sabotage the Ballista.
Note: If there are no Defender’s Units on the hit Wall Section, the

Ballista does not need to be used.

  CATAPULT

Cost: 6 Resources + 1 Troll or 2 Orcs (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Preparation: The Invader draws 2 Hit cards and 5 Miss
cars; the cards are then shuffled and placed face down in a pile
on the board.

Location: The Invader places the card pile on the Rampart
of their choice and covers them with the Catapult chip to
indicate the type of the Siege Machine.

Range: The Catapult can shoot at those Wall Sections
which are connected by the Paths running to this Catapult’s
Rampart.

Effect: The Invader declares which Wall Section will be
shot upon and draws the first card from the pile.

If it is a Miss card, the Catapult misses. The Miss card is
discarded from the game.

If the Invader draws a Hit card, the shot is a success. The
Catapult destroys one Stone Wall Component. If there are also
Wooden Components on the Section, all of them are destroyed
too. If there are no Components at all on the Wall Section, the
hit destroys the Cauldron hidden behind that Section or the
Cannon/Poles located in the Tower opposite to the Catapult’s
Rampart (see the drawing below). The drawn Hit card is then
shuffled with the pile of this Catapult.

Note: Scouts from the Stronghold may sabotage the Catapult.

   ALTAR

Cost: 4 Resources + 1 Troll or 2 Orcs (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Invader places the Altar card on the Rampart
of their choice.

Range: The Altar can affect any Wall Section at the Side of
the Stronghold where it is built.

Effect: In each turn the Altar gives +1 modifier to the
Invader’s Strength at the Wall Section selected by the Invader.
The Invader may change the affected Wall Section ONCE per
every turn. The Invader marks the selected Wall Section during
the Move Out Phase with the Altar Effect chip.

  Note: The board does not include fields for the Altar Effect chips:
the chip must be placed directly on the selected Wall Section to avoid
confusion as to which Section is affected.

  COVER

Cost: 4 Resources + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Invader places the Cover chip on the Rampart
of their choice.

Effect: The Cover protects the Invader’s Units from the
Defender’s attacks at the Rampart where the chip is placed. The
attacks of the Marksmen on this Rampart have no effect.

Note: The Covers DO NOT protect from Cannons and the
Sharpshooter.

    BATTERING RAM

Cost: 3 Resources + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Battering Ram chip is placed in front of the
Gate. Each new Ram piece is placed on the next free field.

Effect: The Invader needs to assign Units to the Battering
Ram in order to use it. There are two Unit fields at every Ram chip.
During the Assault the Invader can use only those Ram pieces
which are crewed by two Units. Each Ram chip decreases the
Gate Toughness by 1 point. When the Toughness drops to 0, the
Invader receives the following:

 1 Glory Point if the rammed Gate is the First Gate; all
Battering Ram pieces and its Units are moved to the Second Gate.

 1 Glory Point if the rammed Gate is the Second Gate; all
Battering Ram pieces and its Units are moved to the Third Gate.

 3 Glory Point if the rammed Gate is the Third Gate; all
Battering Ram pieces and its Units are moved to the Third Gate.
Ramming the Third Gate means that the Invader breaks into the
Stronghold and the game is over.

Note: When the total of the Battering Ram chips decrease the Gate
Toughness BELOW 0, the negative points (below zero) are deducted from
the Toughness of the next Gate.

  TREBUCHET

Cost: 8 Resources + 1 Troll or 2 Orcs (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Preparation: The Invader draws 2 Hit cards and 5 Miss cars;
the cards are then shuffled and placed in a pile and faces down
on the board.

Location: The Invader places the card pile on the Rampart of
their choice and covers them with the Trebuchet chip to indicate
the type of the Siege Machine.

Range: The Trebuchet can shoot at any Wall Section which is
located on the same Stronghold Side as the Trebuchet’s Rampart.

Effect: The Invader declares which Wall Section will be fired
upon and draws the first card from the pile.

If it is a Miss card, the Trebuchet misses. The Miss card is
discarded from the game.

If the Invader draws a Hit card, the shot is a success. The
Trebuchet destroys one Stone Wall Component. If there are also
Wooden Components on the Section, all of them are destroyed too.
If there are no Components on the Wall Section at all, the hit
destroys the Cauldron hidden behind that Section. The Trebuchet
cannot destroy Cannons/Poles in the Tower. The drawn Hit card is
then shuffled with the pile of this Trebuchet.

Note: Trebuchets are built too far from the Stronghold and cannot be
targeted by the Scouts for sabotage.

   SIEGE TOWER

Cost: 8 Resources + 1 Troll or 2 Orcs (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Siege Tower chip is placed at the chosen Wall
Section. There are only four Wall Sections which allow placing
this chip.

Effect: The Invader sends his Units to the Siege Tower during
Phase 6. The Units move to the Tower directly from the Camp,
bypassing the Foregrounds and Ramparts. The Siege Tower
provides 3 additional Unit fields at the attacked Wall Section -
these Units take part in Melee Combat on the Walls.

Note: At the end of the turn all Units from the Siege Tower are moved
onto all free fields on the attacked Wall Section.

Note: The Siege Machines CANNOT be destroyed (although some of
them can be sabotaged by the Scouts).

Note: The maximum number of Siege Machine chips of ANY type on
the board during the entire game is FOUR.

   PHASE 3: EQUIPMENT
When the Siege Machines are built, the Invader can begin
equipping their troops. The Invader can assign only two types of
Equipment to every Wall Section attacked by their Units. There
are 7 Equipment types available:

  BANNERS

Cost: 1 Resource + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for
the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Banner chip is placed at the chosen Wall
Section.

Effect: +1 bonus to the Invader’s Strength at the Wall
Section where the chip is placed.

  LADDERS

Cost: 2 Resources + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses
for the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Ladder chip is placed at the chosen Wall
Section.

Effect: Gives one extra Unit field at the Wall Section where
the chip is placed.

  ROPES

Cost: 2 Resources + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses
for the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Rope chip is placed at the chosen Wall
Section.

Effect: During Phase 6 the Invader can move 1 Unit from the
Wall Section with the Rope chip to the neighboring Wall Section.

  SAP

Cost: 2 Resources + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses
for the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Sap chip is placed at the chosen Wall
Section.

Effect: During Phase 6 the Invader can send one of their
Units from the Camp directly at the Wall Section with the Sap
chip.
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Note: If the Invader plays two Move Out Actions in one turn, they
can use the Sap during each Move Out.

  BRIDGE

Cost: 1 1 Resource + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for

the Defender, respectively)

Location: The Bridge chip is placed on the Path which is free of
any Traps.

Effect: The Bridge chip does not allow the Defender to place any
Trap at this field.

  SHIELD

Cost: 3 Resource + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for the

Defender, respectively)
Location: The Shield chip is placed at the chosen Wall Section.

Działanie: If the Invader’s Units lose Melee Combat at the Wall
Section with the Shield chip, the result of the fight must be modified as

follows:

The Invader increases the Strength of every Unit at the Wall Section
by +1. If the modified Strength of the Invader is more than or equal to

the Defender’s, the combat result remains unchanged. If the Invader’s
Strength is still less than the Defender’s, remove the number of the

Invader’s Units in accordance to the recalculated Strength values. The

Shields do not increase the winning chance of the Invader - they only
allow to minimize the losses when the Invader loses the fight.

  POISON

Cost: 1 Resource + 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for the

Defender, respectively)
Location: The Poison chip is placed at the chosen Wall Section.

Effect: If the Invader wins the combat at the Wall Section with the

Poison chip, one Marksman at this Section dies before Melee Combat is
resolved.

Note: The Equipment CANNOT be destroyed.

   PHASE 4: TRAINING
When the Invader’s troops are equipped, the Invader may proceed with
the Training of their Units. The Invader can place two different
Training chips at each Rampart (this rule does not apply to the
Artilleryman and Saboteur Training chips – see their descriptions).

There are 7 Training types available:

   ARTILLERYMAN

Cost: 2 Orcs or 3 Goblins (2 or 3 Hourglasses for the
Defender, respectively)

Effect: The Invader adds one additional Hit card to the card
pile of the selected Siege Machine.

Note: The Invader can train more Artillerymen for the same Siege
Machine in the next turns.

  QUARTERMASTER

Cost: 2 Orcs (2 Hourglasses for the Defender)

Effect: The Invader can move two extra Units to the Rampart in
Phase 6 over the number of Units the issued Order allows for.

Moreover, the chosen Rampart can house 9 Units instead of 7.

  TRENCH MASTER

Cost: 2 Orcs (2 Hourglasses for the Defender)
Effect: When the Marksmen Ranged Combat is resolved, the

Strength of the Units at the chosen Rampart is multiplied by 2.

  MASTER ARCHER

Cost: 1 Orc or 2 Goblins (1 or 2 Hourglasses for the Defender,

respectively)
Effect: Any Goblin at the chosen Rampart can shoot at the Wall

(but ONLY in the direction of the Paths) or the opposite Tower. One

Goblin can kill one Marksman. The Goblins CANNOT shoot at the
Wall Section if there Melee Combat is in progress there, however they

still can shoot at the Marksmen at the Tower.

  DROVER

Cost: 2 Orcs (2 Hourglasses for the Defender)
Effect: During the Move Out Phase the Units at the chosen

Rampart can move to any nearest Rampart or retreat to the

Foreground. The Move Out limit applies to these Units.

   SABOTEUR

Cost: 2 Orcs or 3 Goblins (2 or 3 Hourglasses for the
Defender, respectively)

Location: The Saboteur chip is placed on the chosen
structure inside the Stronghold.

Effect: All Actions available at the affected structure cost 1
Hourglass more.

  DRILL SERGEANT

Cost: 2 Orcs or 2 Goblins (2 Hourglasses for the Defender)
Effect: The Invader receives 2 Units (from the rejected pool):

2 Orcs for the Goblins or 2 Trolls for the Orcs. The new Units are
placed in the Camp.

   PHASE 5: RITUALS
This last Phase of preparations is Phase 5. This is where the
Shamans perform magic rituals to help the Invader capture the
Stronghold. Note that the Rituals have temporary effect: when
the turn ends all Ritual chips are removed from the board.

Note: The Goblins sacrificed for the Rituals are placed on the Blood
Rituals field on the Glory Board (see Section “Glory”).

There are 7 Rituals available:

  BLOODSTONES

Cost: 2 Goblins (2 Hourglasses for the Defender)
Location: The Bloodstone chip is placed on the chosen

Catapult.
Effect: If the Bloodstone Catapult hits the Wall, it destroys

the Wall Component (as usual) AND kills one of Defender’s
Unit selected by the Invader.

  POSSESSION

Cost: 1 Goblin (1 Hourglass for the Defender)
Location: The Possession chip is placed on any Hero.
Effect: The affected Hero cannot use his Action, i.e.:

 The Officer cannot use Speech
 The Warrior cannot attack the Invader’s troops

Note: Possession does not affect the characters’ attributes, e.g. the
Warrior still adds +2 to the Wall Strength.

Note: Possession does not cancel the effects of Actions performed in
one of the preceding phases.

  FIRE

Cost: 1 Goblin (1 Hourglass for the Defender)
Location: The Fire chip is placed on one of the buildings in

the Stronghold.
Effect: Purchase of Actions in this building requires 1

additional Hourglass.

  SPECTERS

Cost: 1 Goblin (1 Hourglass for the Defender)
Location: The Specters chip is placed on the Hospital field.
Effect: The Defender’s Units which were not saved at the

Hospital and those killed in the Barrage are placed on the
Foregrounds and join the Invader’s troops (Marksmen turn into
Goblins, Soldiers turn into Orcs and Veterans turn into Trolls).

  PANIC

Cost: 1 Goblin (1 Hourglass for the Defender)
Location: The Panic chip is placed on the Courtyard.
Effect: Each time there is more than 1 Defender’s Unit in the

Courtyard the weakest one is immediately killed. When there are
only Units of the same Strength, one of them is killed.

  GALE

Cost: 1 Goblin (1 Hourglass for the Defender)
Location: The Gale chip is placed on the selected Wall

Section.
Effect: Sending an Unit or a Hero at the affected Wall Section

costs 1 Hourglass more.

  ACCIDENT

Cost: 3 Goblins (3 Hourglasses for the Defender)
Location: The Accident chip is placed on one of the

Cauldrons.
Effect: The affected Cauldron does not kill the Invader’s Unit.

If there is a Defender’s Unit at this Wall Section and its Strength is
equal to the Invader’s Unit which the Cauldron should have
killed, the Defender’s Unit is killed instead (the Troll Cauldron
kills a Veteran, the Orc Cauldron kills a Soldier and the Goblin
Cauldron kills ALL Marksmen at the Section.
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   PHASE 6: MOVING OUT

All Units which the Invader did not use in previous Phases end
up in the Camp. They can be now sent to attack the Stronghold.
The Invader’s troops on the Walls are issued Orders. Those troops
which are not sent to attack stay at the Camp.

MOVEMENT OF UNITS

The Invader can use two Actions: Minor Move Out and Major
Move Out. These are used to send the troops from the Camp onto
the boards or move those troops which are already on the boards.
The troops can move only along the Paths.

MOVE OUT ACTION ALLOWS TO:
 Move the Units from every Rampart to selected Wall

Sections
 Move the Units from every Foreground to selected

Ramparts, and:
 Place the remaining units in the Camp on both

Foregrounds and/or the Barbican.

Note: The Move Out Action allows to move Units from all
Foregrounds and Ramparts, as well as from the Camp at once.

Note: The board is asymmetrical on the Western Side which allows
the Invader to move the Units at the inner Rampart to the outermost
Rampart.

Note: The Invader CANNOT withdraw the Units from the Walls.
Note: Each Wall Section has a limit of Units which can occupy it.

Likewise, there can be up to 10 Units only on each Foreground and up
to 7 at each Rampart.

Note: These rules can be modifies by Actions enabled by Phase
cards.

Note: Sending Units to a Siege Tower or through the Sap does not
increase the limit of Units in a Move Out (example: Minor Move Out
allows to move 3 Units from the Camp to the Siege Tower and 2 to a
Foreground, which is 5 Units total.)

Note: There can be only up to 2 Invader’s Units at each Battering
Ram section at the Barbican throughout the game.

MINOR MOVE OUT
Cost: 3 Hourglasses
Effect: The Invader may move up to 5 Units from any field.

MAJOR MOVE OUT
Cost: 5 Hourglasses
Effect: The Invader may move up to 7 Units from any field.

   THE CAMP

All Units which were not placed on the board during the Move
Out Actions stay at the Camp. The Camp has a limited capacity
and the more Units it contains the more expensive it is for the
Invader to maintain the Camp.

Cost: Up to 3 Units in the Camp do not generate
Hourglasses.

4-7 Units in the Camp generate 1 Hourglass
8-11 Units in the Camp generate 3 Hourglasses
12 and more Units in the Camp generate 6 Hourglasses
Effect: The Units remaining in the Camp cannot be used in

the subsequent turns for any other Action than Move Out (i.e.
which means that the only thing that can be done is to place
them on the board in subsequent turns).

  ORDERS

During Phase 6 the Invader can give Orders to Units engaged in
combat. At least one Invader’s Unit has to carry out the given
Order.

Note: The board has no special fields for Orders; the Order chips
should be placed at the chosen Wall Section in such a way that there are
no doubts which Wall Section they affect.

Note: If the Defender manages to kill all Units which have received
an order before the Order comes into effect, this Order chip must be
taken off the board.

There are two ways the Invader can issue Orders:

OPEN ORDER

Cost: none
Effect: The Invader places one Order chip face up at the

chosen Wall Section.

CLASSIFIED ORDERS

Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: The Invader places any number of Order chips face

down and flips them face up only during the Assault. Only one
Order chip is placed on each Wall Section.

There are four Orders available:

     GOBLIN FURY

Effect: The Goblins break into fury. The Strength of each
infuriated Goblin is 3. After the combat the infuriated Goblins
die and are taken off the board irrespective of the combat result.

Note: If the Strength of the infuriated Goblins is enough to win the
combat and break into the Stronghold, they will do so even if there are
no other Invader’s Units on their Wall Section.

Note: If the Defender has the Advantage on the Wall in combat, the
infuriated Goblins are removed from the board before the losses of the
Invader are calculated.

     ORC DETONATION

Effect: At least one of the Orc detonates. The Invader
removes those Orcs which have detonated. Each detonated Orc
destroys one Stone Wall Component and all Wooden Wall
Components at the Section. The detonated Orc is removed from
the board before the combat is resolved.

     CALL OF THE TROLLS

Effect: If the Invader has a Troll on the Wall, the Call of the
Trolls can be used to order another Troll on the board to Move Out.
The Called Troll must move towards the Wall Section where the
Order is given.

Note: The Trap for Trolls affects the Called Troll.

BLUFF CHIP

Effect: The Bluff chip is used to mislead the Defender and
does not modify any attributes or Actions of the Units.

END OF PHASE 6
When the Invader ends Phase 6 and the Defender spends all their
Hourglasses, the Assault begins (see section “The Assault”).

Example of a Minor Move Out
The Invader plays the Minor Move Out Action (a) which genera-
tes 3 Hourglasses for the Defender.

The player moves 3 Units from the Rampart (f) to the Wall
Section (j). No more Units can be moved to that section since it
has the space for 3 Units only.

The player also moves 2 Units from the Rampart (g): one to
the Wall Section (k) and the other to the Wall Section (l).

Now the player moves 5 Units – which is the maximum for
the Minor Move Out – from the eastern Foreground (d) to the
following fields: 2 to the Rampart (g), 1 to the Rampart (h) and 2
to the Rampart (i). 4 Units are also moved from the western Fore-
ground (c): 1 to the Rampart (e) and 3 to the Rampart (f).

The player could not move more than 1 Unit to the Rampart
(e), since there are already 6 Unit there and the Rampart capaci-
ty is 7.

The player moved the maximum number of Units (during a
Minor Move Out) to the Ramparts (c, d): 5 for each Rampart. This
leaves 4 Units at the Camp (b), which generates 1 Hourglass for
the Defender.

Conclusion: the entire Action generates 3 Hourglasses for the
Defender plus 1 Hourglass for the troops at the Camp.

Goblin Fury Order in action

Example 1) There are 2 Orcs,
1 Goblin and the Banner chip
at the Invader’s side of the
Wall Section. There are 2 Sol-
diers, 1 Veteran and 4 stone
Wall Components on the De-
fender’s side. The Invader is-
sues the Goblin Fury Order

which increases Goblin’s Strength from 1 to 3. The Strength
of both sides at the Wall Section is as follows: Invader –
2+2+3+1=8; Defender: 2+2+3+4=11.

The Defender wins the combat with 3 points of Advanta-
ge. Since the Invader loses this combat, the Goblin is remo-
ved from the board BEFORE the losses are resolved. It me-
ans the Invader has only 5 points while the Defender has 11
and both Orcs are killed too.

Example 2) There are 2 Orcs,
1 Goblin and the Banner chip
at the Wall Section on the In-
vader’s side. This time there
are only 2 Soldiers and 3 stone
Wall Components on the De-
fender’s side. The Invader is-
sues the Goblin Fury Order for

that Wall Section and the Goblin’s Strength increases from 1
to 3. The Strength of both parties at the Wall Section is as
follows: Invader – 2+2+3+1 = 8; Defender – 2+2+3=7.

The Invader wins the combat with 1 point of Advantage.
The Goblin is removed from the board AFTER the losses are
resolved.  The Invader has 8 points and the Defender has 7,
which means that one of the Soldiers ends up in the Hospi-
tal.
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DEFENDER’S BOOK
DEFENDER’S GOAL

The Defender’s goal is to keep the Invader from breaking into the
Stronghold and to earn as many Glory Points as possible.

DEFENDER’S UNITS

The Defender can use the following Units:

  Marksmen – Strength 1

  Soldiers – Strength 2

  Veterans – Strength 3 (not available in the beginning of

the game)

HOURGLASSES AND ACTIONS

The actions of the Invader take time and as such they provide the
Defender with a certain number of Hourglasses. Each of the
Defender’s Actions also takes time and has a certain cost in
Hourglasses which are spent to pay for the Action. The Defender
can spend the Hourglasses to move his troops around the
Stronghold and perform Actions.

The Invader’s turn is divided into Phases. After each Phase the
Defender makes their move and must spend all Hourglasses
earned in that Phase. When the Hourglasses are spent the next
Invader’s turn begins. If the Defender receives no Hourglasses, the
Invader starts the next Phase immediately. Note that if you run out
of Hourglass chips you should use other markers for them.

At the start of every turn the Defender receives 1 Stone Wall
Component and 2 Hourglasses to use after Phase 1 - Supplies.

MOVING AROUND THE STRONGHOLD

MOVING UNITS AND HEROES
Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: Any Unit or Hero can be moved to any free spot in the

following ways:
 from a Wall Section to an adjacent Wall Section
 from a Wall Section to a Building or the Courtyard
 from a Building to the Courtyard or a Wall Section
 from a Wall Section to an adjacent Tower
 from a Building or the Courtyard to a Tower
 from a Tower to an adjacent Wall Section
 from a Tower to a Building or the Courtyard

The Barracks, the Courtyard, the Guard and Honor Guard
buildings are treated as adjacent to any Wall Section and Tower.
They are also adjacent to one another.

The Defender cannot move Units to the Forge, the Workshop,
the Cathedral and the Scouts Quarters. The Defender cannot
move Units to Towers which have Cannon or Pole chips.

The Heroes may only move on Wall Sections and between
them and the Courtyard.
Note: Moves are not Actions – they can be repeated.
Note: Following an Action a Hero cannot move anymore.
Note: The number of Units in the Courtyard is unlimited.

SWAP PLACES
Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: Instead of moving to a free place, the Unit can

swap places with another Unit at the adjacent position (see
moving of Units and Heroes).

ACTIONS
The Defender spends Hourglasses to perform Actions
available in specific buildings of the Stronghold. The
Defender does not need to have all the Hourglasses necessary
to buy the specific Action – they can be collected during more
than one turn and placed at the chosen Action until there will
be enough of them to complete it.  This way the player can see
how Cannons, Cauldrons or Traps are gradually built inside
the buildings. Each Action available in the Stronghold may
only be performed once per turn. After the Action is performed
an Hourglass chip should be placed next to this Action’s field
to mark that it is unavailable for the rest of the turn. The rest
of the Hourglasses spent on that Action are removed from the
board.

Special example: The Defender spends 4 Hourglasses for
the Cannon Action, but a Saboteur raises the cost to 5
Hourglasses. The Cannon is built as soon as the Saboteur is
removed since there are enough Hourglasses already.

The Defender may perform Actions available at one of the 8
buildings inside the Stronghold. The buildings and their actions
are listed below.

  THE FORGE

  CANNON

Cost: 4 Hourglasses
Location: The Cannon chip is placed in any free Tower.
Effect: During the Assault the Cannon fires at the Invader’s

Units placed in the following areas:
 on the Foreground on the same Side of the Stronghold, or
 on the Ramparts opposite or adjacent to the Cannon’s

Tower, or
 in the Siege Tower standing at the Wall Section with the

Cannon Tower.
The attack with the Cannons is resolved using the

Defender’s Hit deck.
The Defender declares the target of the Cannon and picks

the first card. If there are more than one Cannon firing, the
Defender picks the first card for each Cannon. All Cannon
cards are reshuffled after the volley.

If the Hit card indicates that several types of Units are hit,
the Defender chooses only one Unit from these types and the
Unit dies.

The Miss card means that no Unit is hit.

Note: The Cannon may be destroyed by the Invader’s Catapult.

  TROLL CAULDRON

Cost: 3 Hourglasses
Location: The Cauldron marker is placed on the chosen

Wall Section. The marker stays at the Section until the game
ends.

Effect: During the Assault, the Cauldron kills 1 Troll at this
Wall Section. The Cauldron works during every Assault.

Note: Some Wall Sections cannot accommodate Cauldrons.

  ORC CAULDRON

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: The Cauldron marker is placed on the chosen Wall

Section. The marker stays at the Section until the game ends.
Effect: During the Assault the Cauldron kills 1 Orc at this

Wall Section. The Cauldron works during every Assault.

Note: Some Wall Sections cannot accommodate Cauldrons.

  GOBLIN CAULDRON

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: The Cauldron marker is placed on the chosen Wall

Section. The marker stays at the Section until the game ends.
Effect: During the Assault, the Cauldron kills all Goblins

at this Wall Section. The Cauldron works during every Assault.

Note: Some Wall Sections cannot accommodate Cauldrons.

  THE WORKSHOP

  POLES

Cost: 4 Hourglasses
Location: The Pole chip is placed in the chosen Tower.
Effect: The Defender picks one of the two Wall Sections

adjacent to the Tower equipped with the Poles. The attack with
the Poles is resolved using the Defender’s Hit deck. The Poles
kill the weakest Unit indicated by the card. This procedure is
repeated for every Pole chip. After all the Poles attack the Hit

REVERSE SIDES OF PHASE CARDS –
SPECIAL ACTIONS
At the start of each turn the Invader may decide to stop using the
Actions available on any of the Phase cards. In such case the
Invader may flip the selected Phase card face up and use its
Special Action. Each Special Action is used during its respective
Phase as determined by the card. Once the selected Phase card is
turned face up it stays that way until the end of the game. There
are five Special Actions available in the game:

ALL CHARGE!
Phase 1 - Supplies
Cost: none
Effect: The Invader stops collecting

Resources and concentrates on assaulting the
Stronghold only. This way the Invader receives 2
extra Units in each turn, but does not receive any
more Resources.

 ACCURATE SHOT
Phase 2 - Machines
Cost: 2 Hourglass
Effect: When a Catapult, Ballista or Trebuchet
shoots, the Invader draws not one but TWO cards
from the pile of this Siege Machine and selects the
one which suits him best. The other card is put back
into the pile of this Siege Machine pile. The Invader

declares this action in Phase 2 and gives the Defender 2 Hourglasses
immediately.

MOVE EQUIPMENT
Phase 3 - Equipment
Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: The Invader can select an Equipment
chip and move it to another place on the same side
of the Stronghold.

Note: The Ladder cannot be moved if there is an Unit on it.

MOVE TRAINING
Phase 4 - Training
Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: The Invader may choose and move:

 1 Training chip to another Rampart field
on the same side of the Stronghold, or

 1 Saboteur chip to another building in the
Stronghold.

ESCAPE THE SLAUGHTER
Phase 5 - Rituals
Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: The Invader takes 3 Goblins from the

pile of rejected (killed) Units (except those on
the Glory Board) and places them on the
Foreground fields.

Note: This Special Action is only available when there are Goblins in the
rejected pool.
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deck is reshuffled and put aside.
The Miss card means that no Unit is hit.

   PLATFORM

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: The Platform chip is placed at a chosen Wall

Section.
Effect: The Platform provides one additional place for the

Defender’s Units. There can be only one Platform at each Wall
Section.

Note: Some Wall Sections cannot accommodate Platforms.

  GATE REINFORCEMENT

Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: Gate Reinforcement increases Gate Toughness by 1

point.

Note: The maximum Toughness of the Gate is 8.

  WALL REINFORCEMENT

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: A Wooden Wall Component marker is placed

on any Wall Section. If there are Stone Components already at
the Section, the Wooden Wall Component is placed on top of
them.

Effect: The Wooden Wall Component adds 1 to the
Defender’s Strength at that wall Section.

Note: Each Wall Section may contain up to 3 wooden
Reinforcement Components.

Note: If the reinforced Wall Section is hit by a Trebuchet,
Catapult or suffers damage from the Orc Detonation Order, all
Wooden Wall Components are removed along with any Stone
Components.

  THE SCOUT’S QUARTERS

   GOBLIN TRAP

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: This Trap chip is placed on a chosen Path.
Effect: The Trap for Goblins kills all Goblins which move

on the trapped Path.

Note: Trap tiles cannot be placed on Paths secured with Bridges.

   TROLL TRAP

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: This Trap chip is placed on a chosen Path.
Effect: During each Move Out, this Trap kills 1 Troll from all

the Trolls which travel on the trapped Path.

Note: Trap tiles cannot be placed on Paths secured with Bridges.

  DAMAGE MACHINE

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Effect: The Defender takes the first Miss card from the stack

which is not used on the board and shuffles with the Hit deck of
the chosen Ballista or Catapult.

Note: The Damage Machine cannot be used against the Trebuchet.

  EXCURSION TO THE TOWER

Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: The Defender uses the Excursion to kill 1 selected

Invader’s Unit at the Siege Tower.

  THE CATHEDRAL

MARKSMEN BLESSING

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Location: The Marksmen Blessing chip is placed at the

selected side of the Stronghold.
Effect: All Marksmen at one of the two Stronghold Sides

and not engaged in combat may shoot at any Rampart. This
Action lasts until the end of the turn it was bought in.

UNEARTHLY GLARE

Cost: 4 Hourglasses
Location: The chosen Wall Section.
Effect: The Assault is not resolved at the Wall Section with

the Unearthly Glare. This Action lasts until the end of the turn it
was bought in.

  SHARPSHOOTER ON THE TOWER

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Effect: The Defender kills and removes 1 Invader’s Unit from

the board.

  CONFUSE ORDERS

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Effect: The Defender picks one of the orders issued by the

Invader and discards it without uncovering it.

Note: If there are two Defender players in the game, each of them
performs Cathedral Actions on their Side of the Stronghold only.

  THE BARRACKS

Training Actions can be used more than once per turn.

TRAIN SOLDIER

Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Effect: The Defender removes 1 Marksman from the Barracks

and puts 1 Soldier in his place.

TRAIN VETERAN
Cost: 2 Hourglasses
Effect: The Defender removes 1 Soldier from the Barracks and

puts 1 Veteran in his place.

Note: There can be up to 4 Marksmen, 2 Soldiers and 1 Veteran at the
Barracks at any given time.

  THE GUARD

The Guard allows the Defender to remove the Invader’s Saboteurs
from the Stronghold.

FIND SABOTEURS

Cost: 3 Hourglasses and 1 Unit
Effect: If there are Saboteurs inside the Stronghold, the

Defender may sacrifice 1 Unit from the Guard to remove all
Saboteurs.

Note: There has to be at least 1 Unit in the Guard building to use this
Action. When the Saboteurs are removed, the delays caused by them are
also cancelled and those Actions with enough Hourglasses are immediately
in effect.

  THE HOSPITAL

All Defender’s Units which fall in Melee Combat are placed in
the Hospital. At the end of each turn two of these Units recover
and are moved to the Courtyard. The rest of the Units at the
Hospital during that turn die and are removed from the board.

  THE HONOR GUARD

In the beginning of the game there are 2 Soldiers in the Courtyard
whose duty is to keep the Honor Guard at the Stronghold. The
Defender may move any of the Honor Guards to any Wall Section as
defined in section “Moving Around the Stronghold”.

However if both Honor Guards remain at the Courtyard until
the sixth turn begins, the Defender receives 1 Glory Point at the
end of each successive turn during which the Honor Guards
remains on their stations (see “Glory”).

HEROES
Two Heroes assist in defense of the Stronghold: the Officer and
the Warrior. Each of them affect the Wall Sections they are at in a
different way. Moreover, each of them may perform one Special
Action per turn that will help the Defender fighting the Invader.
The Heroes cannot be killed.

  OFFICER

Attribute: Each Defender’s Unit which fights on the Wall
Section of the Officer receives +1 to Strength.

Action: Speech
- Cost: 1-4 Hourglasses
- Effect: For every Hourglass spent the Officer adds +1 to

Defender’s Strength at his Wall Section.

  WARRIOR

Attribute: +2 to the Defender’s Strength at the Wall Section
where the Warrior fights.

Action: Sally
- Cost: The number of Hourglasses depends on the target’s

Strength.
- Effect: The Warrior can kill 1 Invader’s Unit at the Wall

Section he is at:
a Goblin for 1 Hourglass,
an Orc for 2 Hourglasses
or a Troll for 3 Hourglasses.
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Examples of ranged combat

Example 1) 2
Marksmen on the
Wall Section (b) can
shoot at all Units on
the Rampart (e). Their
combined Strength of
shots is 2, which is
not enough to kill a
Troll (they would
need 3 points). They
can kill a Goblin
though, since all they
need is 1 point of
Strength. The Mark-

smen on the Wall Section (b) cannot shoot at the Orc on
the Rampart (d), because these two places are not connec-
ted by Paths.

The Marksmen on the Wall Section (a) cannot shoot, as
they are engaged in Melee Combat with the Orc (c).

Example 2) 2
Marksmen on the
Wall Section (b) can
shoot at all Units on
the Rampart (e). Their
combined Strength is
2, which means they
can kill 1 Orc (all
they need is 2 points
of Strength). 3 points
of Strength are ne-
eded to kill the Troll
– to achieve this the
Defender can assign

one additional Marksman from the Tower (c).
The Marksmen on the Wall Section (a) can shoot at the

Units on the Rampart (d) and/or the Rampart (e).
The Goblin from the Rampart (e) will be able to shoot at

the Marksman on the Wall Section (a), the Wall Section
(b), or the Tower (c) provided that it is not killed by the
Marksmen first.

The Goblin at the Rampart (d) cannot shoot because
there is no Master Archer chip at this location.

THE ASSAULT
When Phase 6 ends and the Defender spends all the received
Hourglasses, the Assault commences. First comes the Ranged
Combat and then Melee Combat starts on the Walls. This part of
the game consists of the following successive stages:

I – Ranged Combat
Stage 1 - Cannons
Stage 2 - Siege Machines
Stage 3 - Marksmen
Stage 4 - Goblins

II – Melee Combat
Stage 1 - Cauldrons
Stage 2 - Poles
Stage 3 - Orders
Stage 4 - Resolving Strength
Stage 5 - The Hospital

III - The Barbican

I. RANGED COMBAT
1. DEFENDER’S CANNON BARRAGE

The Defender announces which Foregrounds and Ramparts will
be fired upon with the Cannons. The Defender uncovers one Hit
card per each Cannon and removes killed Invader’s Units (if
any). After the volley the player reshuffles the deck used to
resolve the Barrage and puts it next to the board.

                                       

2. SIEGE MACHINE BARRAGE

The Invader selects the Wall Sections the Siege Machines will
shoot at, uncovers the top card from each Siege Machine deck
and determines the effects of the Barrage.

                       Hit            Miss

DEFENDER’S STRENGTH:

 1 Marksman = 1 Strength point
 1 Soldier = 2 Strength points
 1 Veteran = 3 Strength points
 1 Wall Component (stone or wooden) = 1 Strength point
 The Officer = +1 to the Strength of every Unit plus the effect

of the Speech Action (if used)
 The Warrior = 2 Strength points

ADVANTAGE OF STRENGTH

The Combat is won by the player with the higher Strength value. The
losing player’s Strength is deducted from the winning player’s Strength.
The result is called the Advantage.

The player who loses the Combat loses the number of involved Units
(counted in Strength points) equal to the Advantage. Those Units are
killed and removed from the board (in case of the Invader) or placed in
the Hospital (in case of the Defender). The player which lost the
Combat decides which Units are removed as a result of the Advantage.

EXAMPLE: The Defender has 2 Soldiers and 1 Marksman on the Wall.
The Wall has 2 Stone Components. The Defender’s total Strength is
2+2+1+2=7. The Invader has 2 Trolls and 1 Orc on the wall: 3+3+2=8.
The Invader has the Advantage of 1 point. The number of Units which have
to be removed from the board by the Defender equals 1 point of Strength.
This means that the Marksman is killed.

The Advantage is always rounded up to the losing player’s
disadvantage, which means the losing player’s Unit is killed even if the
Advantage is lower than the Unit’s Strength.

EXAMPLE: The Defender has 2 Soldiers and 1 Marksman on the Wall. The
Wall has 2 Stone Components. The Defender’s total Strength on that Wall
Section is 2+2+1+2=7. The Invader has 3 Orcs on that Wall Section, which
is 2+2+2=6. The Defender has the Advantage of 1 point. The Invader has to
remove the number of Units equal to Strength 1. An Orc has the Strength of
2 points, but it is killed nevertheless due to the rounding up rule.

Note:The Defender can win a Melee Combat without any Units on the
Wall Section (with only Stone or Wooden Wall Components). The attacker
suffers no casualties (see the example on the following page.

III. THE BARBICAN
If the Invader builds the Battering Ram, then it hits the Gate in every
turn – see the Battering Ram rules.

BREAKING INTO THE STRONGHOLD
If the Invader’s Advantage is higher that the Strength of the Defender’s
Units, the Invader breaks into the Stronghold and captures it. Next,
the situation on the remaining Wall Sections is resolved, the game
ends and Glory Points are counted.

EXAMPLE: The Defender has 2 Warriors. The Wall has two stone
Components. The total Strength of the Defender is 2+2+2=6. The Invader
has 3 trolls and 2 Orcs on the wall. 3+3+3+2+2=13. The Invader’s
Advantage is 7. The Defender’s Units have the total Strength amounting to 6
and die. The remaining Advantage points clearly indicate that the Invader
breaks into the Stronghold! The game is over and Glory Points are counted.

If the Invader fails to break into the Stronghold at any of the Wall
Sections, the turn ends and another one begins.

END OF THE TURN
Before the next turn begins the players have to do the following:

 Remove all chips which the effects of expire with the end
of the turn.

 The Invader removes all Units from the Phase cards
except for the Units remaining at the Camp.

 The Defender removes all Hourglasses from the board
which mark the Actions completed in the turn. (Note: The
Hourglasses which mark the Actions incompleted due to the
lack of Hourglasses remain on the board.)

 The Invader gives the Defender 1 Glory Point.

Now the Invader begins a new turn with Phase 1 – Supplies.

Shooting
at the Invader’s Units’
at the Barbican and
the Barbican Rampart
In this area the Invader’s
Units can only be fired
upon by Marksmen and
Cannons at those Towers
and Wall Sections which
are adjacent to the
Barbican.

3. MARKSMEN VOLLEY

The Marksmen on the walls and in the Towers who are not
currently engaged in Melee Combat may shoot at the Invader’s
troops. The Marksmen can shoot at the Ramparts connected to the
given Wall Section with Paths or – if they are in a Tower – at the
Ramparts opposite or adjacent to that Tower. Every shooting
Marksman adds +1 to the Volley Strength. The total Strength of
the Volley hitting the given Rampart determines the total Strength
of the Invader’s killed Units (the Invader chooses which Units die,
e.g. if 2 Strength points must be removed, the Invader can remove
1 Orc or 2 Goblins).

Note: The Defender’s Volley Strength has to be equal or higher than
the Strength of the targeted Invader’s Units.

Note: If there are Invader’s Units on a given Wall Section, the Marksmen
on this Section are engaged in Melee Combat and cannot shoot.

Note: The Marksmen in the Towers are never in Melee Combat.

4. GOBLIN VOLLEY

The Goblins on the Ramparts which are accompanied by a Master
Archer can shoot at the Stronghold’s walls (along the Paths). If
there are Defender’s Marksmen at that Wall Section, they are
killed. One Goblin kills one Marksman. The Goblins cannot shoot
at the Wall Sections where troops are engaged in Melee Combat.

II. MELEE COMBAT
1. CAULDRONS

The Defenders pour the lethal contents of the Cauldrons onto the
Invader’s troops. The Invader removes the Units killed by a
Cauldron (remember which Cauldrons affect which Units).

2. POLES

The Poles can be used to attack those Wall Sections which are
adjacent to the Towers with the Poles. The Defender declares
which Wall Section is attacked. The Defender uncovers one card
from the Hit deck per each Pole attack. The Invader removes the
weakest Unit from that Wall Section but only if its symbol is on
the drawn Hit card!

3. ORDERS

The Invader uncovers the Order chips (if they were face down) and
determines their effects.

4. RESOLVING STRENGTH

The Strength of the fighting forces is compared on each of the
Wall Sections. Each of the players sums up the total Strength of
their respective troops on each Wall Section.

INVADER’S STRENGTH:

 1 Goblin = 1 Strength point
(or 3 points if the Goblin Fury Order was issued)

 1 Orc = 2 Strength points
 1 Troll = 3 Strength points
 1 Banner = 1 Strength point
 1 Altar Influence chip = 1 Strength point

Miss 1
Goblin

1
Goblin
or
1 Orc

1
Goblin,
1 Orc
or
1 Troll

THE ASSAULT THE ASSAULT
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MOVING OUT / EXAMPLESTHE ASSAULT / EXAMPLES

Examples of Assault

EXAMPLE 1) The Invader storms the Wall

with 2 Orcs (Strength 4) and 2 Trolls

(Strength 6). The total Strength of the Inva-

der’s Units on this Wall Section is 10. The

Section is defended by 2 Marksmen

(Strength 2) assisted by the Warrior (Strength

2). They are additionally protected by 3 Stone

Wall Components (+3 to Strength). The total

defense Strength is 7. Now let us calculate

the Advantage: Deduct the Defender’s

Strength from the Invader’s Strength (10 – 7

= 3). The Invader’s Advantage is 3. The De-

fender must defend the Wall and removes

the Units the total Strength of which is 3. In

this example only 2 Marksmen are available and their total Strength is 2,

so the Defender cannot reduce the Advantage to 0. The Warrior is a Hero

character – he cannot be killed and his Strength cannot be used to reduce

the Advantage of the Invader. This means that the Invader breaks the

defense and enters the Stronghold.

EXAMPLE 2) The Invader assaults the Wall

Section with the same Units as in Example 1

(see above) – again, their total Strength is 10.

But now the Wall Section is defended by 2

Marksmen (Strength 2) and 1 Soldier

(Strength 2). The 3 Stone Wall Components

provide +3 bonus to the Strength of this de-

fense line and here the total Strength of the

Defender is 7. At the first glance the situation

is the same as in Example 1, but only se-

emingly. Let us calculate the Advantage:

Deduct the Defender’s Strength from the

Invader’s Strength (10 – 7 = 3). The Invader’s

Advantage is 3. The Defender must defend

the Wall and removes the Units the total Strength of which is 3. The De-

fender sacrifices 1 Marksman and the Soldier, which reduces the Inva-

der’s Advantage to 0. The Defender suffered casualties, but holds the Wall

with the last Marksman and the Invader does not break inside.

EXAMPLE 3) The Invader has 2 Orcs and 2

Trolls with the total Strength of 10. This time

the Wall is defended by 2 Soldiers (Strength

4). The 3 Stone Wall Components  provide

+3 bonus to the Strength of this defense line.

The total defense Strength here is 7. Let us

calculate the Advantage: Deduct the Defen-

der’s Strength from the Invader’s Strength

(10 – 7 = 3). The Defender must defend the

Wall and removes the Units the total

Strength of which is 3. One Soldier has 2

points of Strength, so in order to reduce the

Advantage the Defender must remove both

Soldiers: the Advantage is always rounded

up to the disadvantage of the losing player and that is why the Unit of

the losing player dies even if the Advantage is smaller than the Strength

of this Unit. The Wall is held by the Defender, but at a high price.

Assault on an undefended Wall Section
(a special case)

The Invader attacks

an unmanned Wall

Section with 2 Go-
blins (the total

Strength is 2). Howe-
ver the Defender has

reinforced the Wall

with 4 Stone Wall Sec-
tions which give the

Strength of 4 points.
Calculate the Advan-

tage as before: 2 – 4
= -2. The Defender

has the Advantage of

2 points. The Wall Section is defended from the at-
tack. However, the Defender had no Units or Heroes on

this particular Section, so the Advantage cannot be used
to kill the two attacking Goblins.

Using both Move Out Actions in one turn

Assault on the Wall Section defended
by the Officer

EXAMPLE 1)
The Invader attacks

the Wall Section with

1 Orc (Strength 2).
There are no Defen-

der’s Units on this
Section, but there is

the Officer (a Hero

character). 3 Wall
Components give the

Defender the
Strength of 3 points

and 1 point of Ad-
vantage. Neverthe-

less, the Invader does not lose the Orc – the Officer’s

Strength is 0, so he gives no bonuses in this combat.
That is why in such situations the real Advantage is

given by the Wall Components only.

EXAMPLE 2)
The Invader uses 1
Orc (Strength 2) to

attack the Wall Sec-
tion which has been

completely destroyed

(i.e. there are no Wall
Components at this

Section). The Defen-
der sends 1 Soldier

and the Officer (who

gives +1 Strength bo-
nus to all defending

Units at the same
Wall Section). The Defender gains the Advantage of 1

point. This time the Invader must remove his attacking

Unit to bring the Defender’s Advantage to 0.

The Invader has just played the Major
Move Out with the Move Out card, which
allows to move 7 Units to any field on the
board. The Invader has moved 6 Units
from the Rampart (d) to the Rampart (e).

Note:  Only the Western Side of the board
allows moving the Units from Rampart to
Rampart. It is due to the asymmetric
distribution of fields. Note that it is only
possible to move from the Rampart (d) to (e) –
never the other way around.
Note: A Drover chip placed on the Rampart
allows to move the Units from this Rampart
to any adjacent one, even from the Rampart
(e) to (d). The Drover also allows to move the
Units from the Rampart back to the
Foreground.

Now the Invader moves 7 Units from the
Foreground (a) to the Rampart (c) and (d):
5 Units go to the Rampart (d) and the other

2 to the Rampart (c). The Invader ends
the Major Move Out by moving 7 new
Units on the board and places them on
the Rampart (a).

In the same turn the Invader decides to
use the other Action indicated on the
Move Out card he has played before.
The Invader gives 3 Hourglasses to the
Defender and performs the Action as
follows:

First, the Invader moves the Units
from the Ramparts to the Walls. The
Invader moves 5 Units from the Ram-
part (e) to the Walls – one Unit must
remain on the Rampart. The Invader
also can move the Units from the
Rampart (d), but chooses to transfer
them to the Rampart (e). The Invader

also leaves 2 Goblins on the Rampart
(c).

Now the Invader moves the Units from
the Foreground (a) to the Ramparts.
Knowing that only 5 Units can be pla-
ced on the Foreground (a), it is wise to
move at least 2 Units. No more than 10
Units can be placed on one Foregro-
und.

The Invader decides to use the Minor
Move Out optimally: 3 Units are moved
from the Foreground (a) to the Rampart
(b) and 2 more from the same Foregro-
und to the Rampart (c). A total of 5
Units is moved and 2 more Units can-
not move. The Invader ends the Minor
Move Out by moving 5 new Units on
the board.
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THREE-PLAYER GAME
In the three-player game one player is the Defender and the
remaining two are the Invaders. Each of the Invaders attacks one
Side of the Stronghold.

The goal of the game remains the same: if the one of the
invading players wins, both Invaders are the winners.

The game is the same as the two-player game with exception
of the following:

CHOOSING THE STRONGHOLD SIDES

The Invaders take one Side of the Stronghold each. All Move
Out Actions and effects of other Actions performed by each of
the Invaders must be at this Invader’s Side of the Stronghold.

INVADERS’ PREPARATIONS

The Invaders decide which Phase cards they will play with. They
use the three-four-player deck shuffled into separate piles for
each Phase.

The Invaders automatically receive Phase 1, Phase 6 and
Camp cards. Then they need to pick the cards for Phases 2-5
together. The Invaders randomly draw 3 out of 5 cards of a given
Phase and then each of them selects the one from the three
which suits them most. The third card is then removed from the
game.

Note: It is worth choosing the Phase cards so that the Invaders’
Actions complement each other.

Note: The cost of some Actions in the three- and four-player game
is different than in the two-player game as indicated on the Phase
cards.

Note: In the beginning of the game both Invaders receive additional
3 Resources.

THE PHASES
Both Invaders act simultaneously in each Phase.

USING THE OTHER INVADER’S ACTION
Cost: 1 (additional) Hourglass
One of the Invaders may make their Phase card Actions

available to the other but cannot use it themselves.

GLORY
The Glory Points represent the chronicles which will record the
course of this battle. The players try to have as many chronicles
record their deeds and heroism as possible. The Glory board and
the Glory Point chips are used to mark the players’ Glory Points.
The Glory Points are earned – and lost – in the following three
ways:

    GLORY POINTS EARNED FOR TIME
At the start of the game the Invader has 10 Glory Points and
gives 1 Glory Point to the Defender at the end of each turn,
provided the Invader does not break into the Stronghold. The
sooner the Invader captures the Stronghold, the more Glory
Points they retain.

GLORY POINTS EARNED FOR GLORIOUS DEEDS
(THE INVADER)
The Invader can earn Glory Points for performing Glorious
Deeds. Each Glorious Deed gives 1 Glory Point. The following
Glorious Deeds are available to the Invader:

    ATTACK OF THE TROLLS

Prerequisite: 4 Trolls on the same Wall Section at any given
moment of the game.

    BLOOD RITUALS

Prerequisite: The Invader has sacrificed at least 12 Goblins
for the Rituals.

    MASSIVE SIEGE

Prerequisite: The Invader’s Units are on at least 7 Wall
Sections at any given moment of the game.

    RUINED WALLS

Prerequisite: The Invader manages to demolish all Wall
Components at one Wall Section twice during the game. This can
be achieved on one or two different Wall Sections.

Note: The first demolition must be marked by placing the ruined
Wall Component on the Ruined Walls field.

GLORY POINTS EARNED FOR STEADFASTNESS
(THE DEFENDER)

The Defender begins the game with 4 Glory Points placed on 4
different fields of the Glory board. In the fifth turn the Defender
can exchange one of the Glory Points for one of the Dishonorable
Deeds which is a Special Action associated with the field of that
Glory Point. Only 1 Glory Point can be exchanged per turn. There
are 4 Special Actions available to the Defender:

  BARRICADES

Effect: +4 Hourglasses to use in the Workshop. These
Hourglasses may be used to perform the same Action twice in
one turn.

  DISGRACEFUL

NEGOTIATIONS
Effect: +3 Hourglasses for the Defender.

  THE LAST BREATH

Effect: The Defender removes all Hourglasses which mark
the Actions performed in the chosen building. The cost of
Actions available in that building is lowered by 1 Hourglass. The
minimum cost of one Action is 1 Hourglass.

  AMNESTY

Effect: The prisoners are released from the dungeons and
appear in the Courtyard. The Defender receives 1 Veteran and 1
Soldier (if available).

INCREASING POINTS

  POINTS EARNED FOR DESTROYING
THE GATES (THE INVADER)

+1 GP for destroying the 1st Gate
+1 GP for destroying the 2nd Gate
+3 GP for destroying the 3rd Gate

  BREAKING INTO THE STRONGHOLD
+3 GP for breaking into the Stronghold plus

1 GP for every additional Wall Section where
the breach is made.

GLORY POINTS EARNED FOR THE
HONOR GUARD (THE DEFENDER)
Beginning with the sixth turn the Defender
receives 1 Glory Point for every completed turn
with two Soldiers remaining on the Honor Guard.

THE WINNER
When the game is finished (i.e. after the turn during which the
Invader broke into the Stronghold), the earned and retained

Glory Points are counted. The player with the most Glory Points
wins.

If the Invader fails to break into the Stronghold in 10 turns,
the Defender wins by default.

DRAW
In case of a draw the Assault must repeated on these Wall
Sections where the Invader failed to break into the Stronghold. If
the Invader breaks into the Stronghold at any of these Wall
Sections during the repeated Assault, the Invader wins the game
by 1 Glory Point – but if the breach fails the Defender wins by 1
Glory Point.

Note: Play the Ranged Combat, Melee Combat and the Barbican
actions. All chips remain as they were in the previous Attack.

The Invader player who performed the Action gives the
Defender an extra Hourglass.

PHASE 1 – SUPPLIES

Each Invader draws 10 random Units from the pouch and
receives 5 Resource cubes.

TROOP TRANSFER
Cost: 1 Hourglass
Effect: One of the players can give their ally up to 3 Units

of one type.

PHASE 6 – MOVE OUT

MOVEMENT OF UNITS
Each of the Invaders may perform the Move Out to the

Foregrounds on their respective Side of the Stronghold. Both of
them may carry out the Move Out to crew the Battering Ram.

ORDERS
Both Invaders decide together how to use the Orders.

THE ESSENCE
OF THE THREE-PLAYER GAME
A three-player game rewards good cooperation of the Invaders.
They should coordinate their actions, otherwise the Defender
will be able to easily respond to the threat from one Invader
while using the incompetence of the other. Only coordinated
actions – consistent production of Machines and simultaneous
Assaults – will diminish the Defender’s advantage.

The Invaders should not refrain from using each other’s
Actions when necessary. Local situations often justify issuing
additional Hourglasses since the effects significantly exceed this
cost.

GLORY GLORY / MULTIPLAYER GAME
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FOUR-PLAYER GAME
In the four-player game two of the players become
the Invaders and the other two take the roles of the
Defenders. The victory is collective - either both
Invaders or Defenders win.

This type of game mode is governed by all two-
player game rules modified for the three-player
game, with the following changes:

CHOOSING THE SIDES OF THE STRONGHOLD

The Defenders also pick one Side of the Stronghold each. All
actions by one of the Defenders have their effect only on their Side
of the Stronghold. Each Defender commands Units and Heroes on
the walls on their Side of the Stronghold. The Defender may
decide to send Units or Heroes from his side of the Stronghold to
help their ally: first, the Units are sent to the Courtyard, where the
ally can take them to their side of the Stronghold. Units and
Heroes located inside the buildings are at disposal of both
Defenders.

PHASE 1 - SUPPLIES

At the start of every turn the Defenders receive 1 Stone Wall
Component, and each of them receive 1 Hourglass.

HOURGLASSES

In the four-player game each of the Invaders has a different
Hourglass color.

Each Defender receives Hourglasses of one color for actions
taken by the Invader playing on the same side of the
Stronghold.

The Defenders can use the Hourglasses as usual. The only
difference is that Actions can only be bought with Hourglasses of
one color. It is not possible to start an Action with one Hourglass
color and finish it with another. Placing even one Hourglass of one
color blocks the Action for the other Defender.

   THE HASTE CHIP

In every turn the Defenders have 1 Haste chip at their
disposal.

Cost: 0
Effect: The Haste chip can be used to remove the ally’s

Hourglass which has been marking the Action already used in
the turn. This enables the other player to use that Action in
that turn.

THE ESSENCE
OF THE FOUR-PLAYER GAME
The four-player game is more demanding for the Defenders.
Using Actions by one Defender means they become
unavailable for the other. It is necessary for the Defenders to
thoroughly discuss their next steps to maintain solid, coherent
defense of the Stronghold despite of two players in command.
Mutual blocking of defense options is the worst thing for the
Defenders and leads to a complete paralysis of defense.

The challenge for the Defenders is to correctly assess the
situation on their respective parts of the Wall and, if necessary,
support the Defender who is worse off. There is no gain in
having one untouched Side of the Stronghold if the other falls
too soon.

Assignment of elements and components at the start
of every turn (depending on the number of players):

Invader: Defender:
Resources Units Wall Components Hourglasses

Number of players:
2 5 14 1 2
3 5 10 1 2
4 5 10 1 common 1
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